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BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE:.

A specific intelligence developed by the officers of the Directorate of Revenue

Intelligence, Lucknow Zonal Unrt (herein referred as "the DRI") indicated that M/s.

Modern Communication and Broadcast Systems Pvt. Ltd., holding IEC Code No.

0888011156 having Registered office at 17, Vasuma Bunglows, Opp.-Taxshila

Flats, Vastrapur, Ahmedabad, Gujarat - 380 0 l5 (hereinafter referred to as

'Modern Communication' or 'the said Importer) was engaged in import of goods

'Parts of Set Top Boxes'correctly classifiable under CTH 85299090 of the Customs

Tariff Act, 1975. The Intelligence further gathered that the said importer had

imported "viewing cards" vide multiple Bills of Entry through Air Cargo Complex,

Ahmedabad [NAMD4), Sahar Air Cargo Mumbai (INBOM4) and Delhi Air Cargo

and wrongly availed the exemption from payment of Basic Custom Duty by mis-

declaring and mis-classifying the s€une as "Smart Cards" under CTH 85235290 of

the Customs Tariff. The investigation further revealed that the said imported

smart cards/viewing cards (here-in-after referred as SC/VC) were being used

exclusively, solely and principally with Set Top Boxes (here-in-after referred as

STBs) and cannot be used with any other goods of any ottrer CTH. Therefore, the

said imported viewing cards were to be classifred under CTH 85299090 attracting

Basic Customs Duty @10% as "parts and accessories of Set Top Boxes", which fall

under CTH 8528.

2. Therefore, an enquiry was initiated and all the documents related to

import of SC/VC and STB for the year from 2015 to 2O2O was called from Modern

Communication vide letter dated O9.O3.2O2O. Vide letters dated 27.06.2020,

21.1O.2O2O and 22.12.2020 Modern Communication submitted the requisite

documents pertaining to import of smart cards as well as STBs like copies of Bills

of Entry, relevant Purchase Orders and Invoices related to import of SCs. During

the investigation, the import data of the said importer was scrutinized. Scrutiny

of the documents further revealed that Modern Communication had imported

STBs only in 2015 and SCs from 2015 to 2O2O. The said SCs were imported vide

48 Bills of Entry during the period 25.06.2015 to 07 .lO.2O2O. During the scrutiny

of purchase orders details of product name was found as 'Smart Card (for Digital

Set Top Box)" or "Smart Card'. Further, during the scrutiny of Bills of Entry

description of imported item was found either as uSmart Card (Use for Digital Set

Top Box)" or "Smart Card" under CTH 85235290. Modern Communication

imported SCs from various suppliers but they provided copy of only one agreement

entered with supplier M/s. Alliance Broadcast Vision Technolory Co. Ltd.

(hereinafter referred to as 'M/s. ABV). The said importer entered into purchase
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agreement dated 24.03.2072 (extended upto 24.03.2016) with M/s. ABV

according to which the said importer was working as a distributor for ABV CAS

and STB's in India since 3 years. The said importer and M/s. ABV recognized the

necessit5r to mutually cooperate to expand STB's business and manufacture it
locally in India on SKD/ CKD basis to provide servicing facilities and lower

production cost. As it is evident from Bills of Entry Modern Communication was

importing SC from M/s ABV. Further, the said importer is manufacturing STBs

in India with support of M/s ABV such as "SKD/CKD kits details, software files

and utility tools, hardware details" (para 3 under the heading "Roles and

Responsibility of Modern and ABV" of said agreement) which implied that Modern

Communication imported Viewing Cards from M/s. ABV and they were to be used

specilically in STBs manufactured in India by them.

3. Modern Communication had imported the said cards to be used in

the 'Set-Top-Boxes'. The said cards imported by them are in fact the 'Viewing

Cards', which have to be inserted in the 'Set Top Boxes (STB)' to enable the

customers to have Conditional Access System ('CAS' for short) and view the

television channels of their choice with all facilities. Therefore, it appeared that

said Smart Cards were actually Viewing Cards and function as an identification

key to identify the customer ID to allow them to view subscribed channels.

Further, it was also evident from the description of goods mentioned by Modern

Communication on the Bills of Entry at the time of import as "Smart Cards" /
"Smart Cards (Use for digital Set Top Box)" that these cards are pa-rts of STBs and

required for manufacturing of STBs. Software is loaded with these Cards, which

serves the purpose of initiating conditional access to view the permitted Television

Channels. These Smart cards/Viewing cards can be used exclusively with Set Top

Boxes under CTH 8528, and cannot be used with any other machinery or

apparatus. Scrutiny of Bill of Entry No. 5681773 dated 18.06.2016 revealed that

Modern Communication imported "Smart Cards (Use for digital Set Top Box)" by

classifying the same under CTH 85299090. In view of above, it appeared that

Modern Communication was aware of the fact that the imported cards are actually

viewing cards and are to be used solely in STBs and that is why they classified

the said items under CTH 85299090 which covers parts for use in STB (classified

under CTH 85287100).

4.L Scrutiny of the Bills of Entry revealed that the said importer had

imported some other items like "USB Dongle" and "Smart Card Reader" under

CTH 85299090 and mentioned hse for Set Top Box' in the description of said

items. Details of such some Bills of entry are as under:
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Bill of Entry
IYo.

Date Item Descrlptioa CTH mentioned in
respective Bill of Entry

3284t24 18.O9.2017 USB Dongle (use
for Set Top Box)

5769487 28.03.2018 USB DONGLE
fuse for Set Top Box)

s 150019 09.02.2018 Smart Card Reader
(use for Set Top Box)

7050567 02.07.2018 USB Dongle (use
for Set Top Box)

85299090

85299090

85299090

85299090

4,2 It appeared from the above that Modern Communication was of the

view that the said USB dongles and Smart Card Readers are to be used specifically

for STBs and that is why they classified the said items under CTH 85299090

which covers parts for use in STB (classified under CTH 85287100). The same is

the case with VCs which is being used solely in STBs which is also evident from

the fact that they had also mentioned the similar terminologr/usage i.e. "USE

FOR SET TOP BOX" while importing the impugred item i.e. Smart Card which

they intentionally classified under CTH 85239290 instead of the correct CTH

85299090 just to wrongly avail the benefit of exemption from payment of BCD.

5. I Section Note 2 of Section XVI (for Chapter 84 and 85 of Customs Tariff

Act) stipulates that

"Subject to Note 1 to this Section, Note I to Chapter 84 and to Note 1 to Chapter 85,

parts of machines (not being parts of tle articles of heading 8484, 8544, 8545, 8546

or 8547) are to be classified according to tle following rules :

(a) parts uhich are goods included in ang of the leadings of Chnpter 84 or 85 (other

than headings 8409, 8431, 8448, 8466, 8473, 8487, 8503, 8522, 8529, B53B

and 8548) are in all cases to be classified in tleir respectiue headings;

(b) other parts, if suitable for use solely or pincipallg utith a particular kind of
machine, or with a number of machines of the same heading (including a machine

of heading 8479 or 8543) are to be classified with the machines of that kind or

in teading 8409, 8431, 8448, 8466, 8473, 8503, 8522, 8529 or 8538 as

appropriate. Howeuer, parts uthich are equallg suitable for use principallg tttith

the goods of leadings 8517 and 8525 to 8528 are to be classified in heoding

8517;

(c) all other parts are to be classified in leading 8409, 8431, 8448, 8466, 8473,

8503, 8522, 8529 or 8538 as appropriate or, falling tha| in heading 8487 or

8548."
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5.2 CTH 8528 covers ureception apparatus for television, whether or not

incorporating radio-broadcast receivers or sound or video recording or

reproducing apparatus". Further, CTH 85287100 is designated to those reception

apparatus which are not designed to incorporate a video display or screen." This

CTH 85287100 covers'Set Top Boxes'. Modern Communication are also engaged

in the import of 'Set Top Boxes' and they had classified these items under CTH

85287100 in the Bills of entry filed by them.

Further, CTH 8529 covers "Parts suitable for use solely or principally

with the apparatus of heading 8528."

5,3 The Viewing Cards'imported by Modern Communication were being

used exclusively with 'Set Top Boxes' (STBs) (classifiable under CTH 8528) and

these Viewing Cards' cannot be used with any other equipment/ apparatus.

Therefore, said 'Viewing Cards' couldnot be the parts of machines/ articles under

CTH 8484, 8544, 8545, 8546 or 8547 and hence, were to be classified in the

manner as provided in accordance with rules (a), (b) or (c) as mentioned above.

5.4 Further, these 'Viewing Cards' had not been mentioned as goods

under any of the headings of Chapter 84 or 85 and hence, did not satisfy the

condition as stipulated under rule (a) above.

5.5 Further, the said imported 'Viewing Cards' were being used

exclusively, solely and principally with Set Top Boxes falling under CTH 8528 and

couldnot be used with any other goods of any other CTH. Therefore, it appered

that the said imported Viewing Cards' were to be classified with the machines of

that kind or in heading 8529 in terms of Rule (b) of Section Note 2 mentioned

above.

Rule (b) of Section Note 2 of Section XVI says "....However, parts which are equally

suitable for use principally with the goods of headings 8517 and 8525 to 8528 are

to be classilied in heading 8517. Thus, it may appeared at once that these Viewing

Cards may fall under CTH 8517. However, because the heading 8517 excludes

transmission or reception apparatus of heading 8443,8525,8527 and 8528, the

classification under CTH 8517 is ruled out. The said imported 'Viewing Cards'also

did not appear to be classiliable with Set Top Boxes under CTH 8528 as there is

no sub-heading specified for parts of these machines/equipment. Hence, the said

imported 'Viewing Cards' appeared to be appropriately classifiable under CTH

8529 as 'parts suitable for use solely, principally and exclusively with the
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apparatus of heading 8528 (in the present case for use with Set Top Boxes of CTH

8528) and thus merits classification under CTH 85299090.

5.6 Further, Rule 3(a) of 'The General Rules for the Interpretation of

Import Tariff provides that - "the heading which provides the most specific

description shall be preferred to headings providing a more general description."

CTH 852352 covers "Smart Cards" and CTH 85235290 covers "others" of CTH

852352 (i.e. "Smart Card "). Further, CTH 85299090 covers'parts suitable for use

solely and principally with the apparatus of headings 8528'. From the abovc, it
was clear that CTH 85235290 covers "others" of "smart cards", which appeared to

be a general description for imported 'Viewing cards' whereas CTH 8529909O

covers parts specifically designed to be used in Set Top Boxes falling under CTH

85287 IOO, showing more specific description for the said imported "Viewing

cards".

5.7 Further, it was also noticed that ttre said importer had imported some

other items like "USB Dongle" and "Smart Card Reader"' under CTH 85299090

and mentioned hse for Set Top Box'in the description of said items. The same is

the case with Smart card which is being used primarily and soleiy in STBs.

Further, it is to note that Modern Communication has also mentioned the similar

terminologr i.e. "USE FOR SET TOP BOX" while importing the impugned item i.e.

Smart Card. In view of the above, it can be inferred that they had misclassified

the impugned item SCs/VCs under CTH 85235290 though they themselves had

classified items like "USB Dongle" and "Smart Card Reader" of similar nature as

that of SCs/VCs.

5.8 Differential duty liability of Modern Communication was quantifred

as per their import data and detailed in Annexure A to said SCN and summarized

as under :-

Differential Duty lo
be paid by Modern
Comm. arising due

to mis- classification
of imported VCs (Rs.)

3535867

Port
of

Import

Assessable
Value

of Imported
VCs
(Rs.)

Duty (other than
BCD) paid by

Modem Comm. on
the said imported

VCs (Rs.)

Duty payable by
Modern Comm. on
the said imported

VCs including
BCD
(Rs.)

INAMD4 25s92I17 4527t81 80t3257 3486076
IGI

Airport
57681 10030 169a2 6952

INBOM4 355480 61818 t04657 42439
TOTAL 26005278 4599029 8134896
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From the above, it appeared that Modern Communication were liable

to pay total differential duty of Rs. 35,35,867l- on the VCs imported by them

during the period 2Ol5 to 2O2O.

6.1 In the respective Bills of entry filed by Modern Communication as well

as in the Commercial/ Customs invoices, description of the impugned imported

cards was found mentioned as 'SMART CARD (PARTS OF SET TOP BOX). In the

said import documents viz. Bills of entry & commercial/ customs invoices,

nowhere it was declared that the impugned imported cards were Viewing Card for

Set Top Box (STB) though as discussed above in Para.

6.2 It appeardd that Modern Communication was aware of the fact that

the imported cards were actually viewing cards and to be used solely in STBs.

They had suppressed the specific description/usage of the said impugned cards

from the customs authority and willfully mis-declared true description of the

impugned items before the Department leading to its mis-classification under CTH

85235290 with the malafide intenLion to wrongly avail the exemption from

payment of Basic Customs Duty (BCD) and thereby, contravened the provisions

of Section 17(l) and Section 46(4) & 46(4A) of the Customs Act, 1962.

6.3 The said importer, Modern Communication had mis-declared the

description of the said impugned goods as 'Smart Cards' in the respective Bills of

Entry and suppressed the true nature of the said impugned goods with an

intention to mis-classify the same under CTH 85235290 and thereby, wrongly

availed exemption from pa5rment of Basic Customs duty applicable thereon. It
therefore appeared that the importer had evaded the payment of differential Basic

Customs duty & other applicable duties totally amounting to Rs. 35,35,867/-

involved on the said impugned goods. Hence, the element of wilful mis-statement

and suppression of facts as provided under Section 28$l is invokable in the

instant case and accordingly, the differential Customs Duty totally amounting to

Rs. 35,35,867/- involved on the said impugned goods is liable to be demanded

and recovered from them under the provision of Section 28(4) alongwith interest

under Section 28AA for the reasons discussed above. The said importer had failed

to submit true specification and description of the impugned goods Ieading to mis-

classification of the said goods and resulting in short payment of differential duty.

Thus, the impugned goods as mentioned in the respective Bills of entry were liable

for confiscation under Section 111 (m) of the Customs Act, 1962.
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6.4 Since, the said importer, Modem Communication had failed to

declare true description of the said impugned goods leading to mis-classification

of the said impugned goods under CTH 85235290 and willfully mis-stated its

specification with an intention to evade the payment of differential duty totally

amounting to Rs. 35,35,867/- involved on the said goods. Such an act of omission

and commission on the part of the said importer, thereby, making the said

impugned goods liable for confiscation under Section 111(m) of the Customs Act,

1962 and also, acquired possession of the said impugned goods by way of

purchasing the same, the said importer, Modern Communication had held

themselves liable for penalty under Section ll2 (al andlor 112 (b) and 114 (A) of

the Customs Act, 1962.

7. Accordingly, vide Show Cause Notice bearing No.

DRIlLZUldl26/lnt-35/2020 dated 3L.L2.2O2O (herein after referred to as "the

said SCN") issued by the Additional Director, Directorate of Revenue Intelligence,

Lucknow Zonal Unit, the said importer Modern Communication was ca11ed upon

to show cause to the Additional Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad {Para G(i)

of the said SCN), the Deputy/Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ACC (lmport),

New Delhi {Para G(ii) of the said SCN} and the Deputy/Assistant Commissioner of

Customs, Import Air Cargo Complex, Sahar, Mumbai {Para G(iii) of the said SCN};

as to why:-

i. The classifrcation of the goods, namely, Smart Cards under Chapter

85235290 imported vide Bills of Entry as in Annexure-A to said SCN

should not be rejected and the same may be reclassified under CTH

45299090.

ii. Differential Duty of Customs totally amounting to Rs. 35,35,867/- [Rs.

34,86,07 6 I -, Rs. 6,952/- and Rs. 42,839 I - in respect of BOE imported at

ACC Ahmedabad (46 BOEs), ACC(lmport) New Delhi (01 BOE) and Import

ACC Sahar Mumbai (01 BOE), respectively], as detailed in Annexure-A to

said SCN arising due to wrong classification of the imported goods during

the period 2016 to 2020, during the year 20 l5 and during the year 20 16,

respectively, should not be recovered from them, in terms of Section 28(4)

of the Customs Act, 1962.

iii. The applicable interest on customs duty foregone amount should not be

demanded and recovered from them under Section 28AA of the Customs

fuct,7962;

iv. Viewing Cards imported during the year 2015 to 2O2O wir}:. the total

declared value Rs. 2,60,05, 27 8 / - li.e. during the year 20 16 to 2020, during
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the year 2015 and during the year 2016 with the declared value of Rs.

2,55,92,117l-, Rs. 57,681 l- and Rs. 3,55,480/-, at ACC Ahmedabad, New

Delhi and Bombay, respectively], as detailed in Annexure-A to said SCN

should not be held liable for confrscation under Section I 1 1 (m) of the

Customs Act, 1962, since the said goods were imported by mis- declaration

and mis-classification of the same, as detailed in Annexure-A to said SCN;

Penalty should not be imposed upon them under Section 112(a) and/or

112(b) and 114A of the Customs Acl, 1962, for act of omission and I or

commission and for the reasons and allegations as discussed in earlier

paragraphs.

8. DEFENCEREPLY:

The Importer Modern Communication has submitted reply to the said

SCN vide their written submissions dated 13.05.2022. Details of their reply is

given as under:-

8. 1 They are manufacturers, re-sellers and Systems Integrators, of

various networking and broadcasting equipment's, including but Not limited to

wireless broadcasting, since CATV implies multi RF channels, multi program

addressable broadcasting over wired medium (optical Iiber and coaxial cable) for

the purposes of providing communications, networking & broadband services, to

Multi Systems Operators and their networked subscribers (i.e. Closed User

Group). Their unit is duly registered as a Micro Medium and Small Enterprise

under the MSME Act. They have imported "Smart Card" vide various Bills of Entry

through ACC, Ahmedabad (Port code: INAMD4), Bombay Air Cargo (Port Code

INBOM4) and Delhi Air Cargo (INDEL4) by classifying the said goods under

Customs Tariff Heading No. 85235290.

a.2 Based on the investigation carried out by the officials of DRI a show

cause notice bearing No. DRI/LZU lCIl26llnt-3612O2O110995 dated 3l-12-2O2O

is issued alleging that the Smart Card imported by them are "Viewing Card' used

in the Set Top Box and therefore it is part of Set top Box; that they themselves

have cleared the said goods by declaring "Smart Card" [for use in the set top box],

and thereby classihed it under CTH 85299090, thereby they were aware of the

facts that the said Smart Cards are classifiable under 85299090. However, in the

cases of Bill of Entries referred in Annexure-A of the said SCN, they have imported

and cleared Smart Card by classifying it under CTH No. 85235290 and claimed

Nil rate of duty and thereby they evaded total duty of Rs. 35,35,867/ -.
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8.3 As the import of the said smart card took place at three different port

viz. Ahmedabad (Port code: INAMD4), Bombay Air Cargo (Port Code INBOM4) and

Delhi Air Cargo (INDEL4), they were asked to show cause as to why classification

of Smart Cards under Chapter 85235290 imported vide Bills of Entry as per

Annexure-A to the said SCN should not be rejected and the same may be

reclassified under CTH 85299090. The said SCN a-lso proposes demand and

recovery of differential duty of Customs arising due to wrong classification of the

imported goods during the period 2015 to 2O2O in terms of Section 28(4) and

confiscation of Viewing Cards imported during the year 2015 to 2020 under

Section 1 1 1(m) of the Customs Act, 1962 SCN also proposes imposition of penalty

Section 112(a) andlor 112(b) and 114A.

8.4 At the outset they denies all the allegations, averments and

contraventions as alleged in the show cause notice and refute all the allegations

made in the show cause notice on the following submission for consideration.

8.4.1 The instant show cause notice issued by Additional Director, DRI,

Zonal Unit Lucknow is beyond jurisdiction, as the Additional Director DRI ibid is

not the "proper officer" in terms of Section 28 of the Customs Act, 7962 and is not

empowered to issue show cause notice ibid and reopen the assessment under

section 28(4) of the Customs Act 1962, which was finalized by the "proper officer"

i.e. the Assistant/ Deputy Commissioner of the assessment group at the respective

port, in the light of ratio laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in case of M/s

Canon India Pvt. Ltd. Vs, Commissioner of Customs dated 09.03.2021, in Civil

Appeal No. 1837/2018. Similarly, Additional Commissioner Customs is not the

proper officer under section 28 of the Customs Act, L962 to adjudicate the instant

Show Cause Notice. Hence, on this ground, alone the proceedings initiated vide

instant Show Cause Notice are liable to be dropped in the light of ratio iaid down

by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in case of M/s Canon India Pvt. Ltd. Vs,

Commissioner of Customs as quoted ibid.

a.4.2 The CBEC vide Instruction issued from F.No. 45O 172 /2O2l-Cus-lV
dated 16.04.2021 in para 3, clarifred that "as a matter of abundant precaution,

the show cause notice may got issued by Deputy Commissioner/ Assistant

Commissioner of the Concerned Port of Import and be made answerable to them,

pending clarification. Further action in respect of the said show cause notices will

be governed by the Board's Instmction No. 4/2021- Customs dated 17-O3-2O21.

The clarification given vide Instruction No.4 I 2O2l-Customs dated 17-03-2 O2l are

as under.

8.4.3 The matter has been examined. The implications of the said

judgement are under active examination in the Board. Therefore, the Board has
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decided that for the present and until further directions, the said SCN may be

kept pending. Further, all the fresh SCNs under Section 28 of the Customs Act, I

962 rn respect of cases presently being investigated by DRI are required to be

issued by Jurisdictional Commissionerates from where imports have taken place.

a.4,4 In light of above, the show cause notice dated 31.L2.2020 issued by

the Additional Director, DRI, Lucknow without jurisdiction in view of Hon'ble

Supreme Court of India's decision in the case of Canon India Pvt. Ltd. Vs,

Commissioner of Customs dated 09.03.2021, in Civil Appeal No. 1837/2018 and

accordingly the noticee contend that the show cause notice have no locus and be

set aside.

8.5 Submisslon wlth regard to Classificatlon of Smart Cards imported
by noticee

8.5.1 What ls "Smart Card"

a) A smart card is a physical card that has an embedded integrated chip

that acts as a security token. Smart cards are typically the same size as

a driver's license or credit card and can be made out of metal or plastic.

They connect to a reader either by direct physical contact (also known as

chip and dip) or through a short-range wireless connectivity standard

such as radio- frequency identification (RFID) or near-field

communication (NFC).

b) The chip on a smart card can be either a microcontroller or an embedded

memory chip. Smart cards are designed to be tamper-resistant and use

encryption to provide protection for in- memory information. Those cards

with microcontroller chips can perform on-card processing functions and

can manipulate information in the chip's memory.

c) Smart cards are used for a variety of applications, though most

commonly are used for credit cards and other payment cards.

Distribution of smart cards in recent years has been driven by the

payment card industry's move to support smart cards for the EMV

payment card standard. Smart cards capable of short-range wireless

connectivit5r cal also be used for contactless payment systems; they can

also be used as tokens for multifactor authentication.

d) International standards and specifications cover smart card technolory,

with some focused on industry-specifrc applications. In the United

States, smart card technolory conforms to international standards

(lSO/lEC 7816 and, ISO/IEC 144431 charnpioned by the Smartcard
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Alliance.

e) The hrst mass use of smart cards was the Telecarte, a telephone card for

pa),rnent in French pay phones which launched in 1983. Smart cards are

now ubiquitous ald have largely replaced magnetic stripe (also known

as "mag stripe") card technologr, which only has a capacity of 300 bytes

of non-rewriteable memory and no processing capability.

8.5.2 How amart cards work

Smart card microprocessors or memory chips exchange data with

card readers and other systems over a serial interface. The smart card itself is

powered by an external source, usually the smart card reader. A smart card

communicates with readers either via direct physical contact or using a short-

range wireless connectivity standard such as RFID or NFC. The card reader

then passes data from the smart card to its intended destination, usually a

payment or authentication system connected to the smart card reader over a

network connection.

8.5.3 Uses of smart cards

EMV smart cards enable 'dipping at the point of sale terminals

smart cards are generally used in applications that must deliver fast, secure

transactions and protect personal information such as credit cards and other

types of payment cards, corporate and government identification cards and

transit fare payment cards. Smart cards are also sometimes used to function

as documents such as electronic passports and visas.

Smart cards are often designed to be used with a PIN, for

example, when they are used as debit or ATM cards. Organizations also use

smart cards for security purposes; in addition to their use as muitifactor

authentication tokens, the cards can also be used for authenticating single

sign-on users.

8.5.4 T5rpes of smart cards

Smart cards can be categorDed on different criteria including by how the

card reads and writes data, by the type of chip implanted in the card and

by the capabilities of that chip. Some of the different of types of smart

cards include.

a) Contact smart cards

b) Contactless smart cards
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c) Dual-interface cards

d) Hybrid smart cards

e) Memory smart cards

f) Microprocessor smart cards

Smart cards can also be categorized by their application, such as credit

card, debit card, entitlement or other payment card, authentication

token and so on.

8.5.5 Defrnitlon of Smart Card given in the First Schedule of

Customs Tarilf
Chapter Note No. 5 of Chapter 84 is submitted as under.

For the purposes of heading 8523:

(a) Solid-state non-volatile storage devices" (for example, "flash

memory cards" or "flash electronic storage cards") are storage

devices with a connecting socket, comprising in the same housing

one or more flash memories (for example, 'FLASH E2PROM") in the

form of integrated circuits mounted on a printed circuit board.

They may include a controller in the form of an integrated circuit

and discrete passive components, such as capacitors and

resistors;

(b) The term "smart cards" means cards which have embedded in

them one or more electronic integrated circuits (a microprocessor,

random access memory (RAM) or read-only memory (ROM)) in the

form of chips. These cards may contain contacts, a magnetic stripe

or an embedded antenna but do not contain any other active or

passive circuit elements.

8.5.6 Classification of "Smart Card' as per HSN Chapter Note 5 to

Chapter 85

5. For the purposes of heading 85.23:

(a) 'Solid-state non-volatile storage devices'(for example, "'flash memory cards"

or "flash electronic storage cards") are storage devices with a connecting

socket, comprising in the same having one or more flash memories (for

example "FLASH E2PROM") in the form of integrated circuits mounted on

a printed circuit board. They may include a controller in the form of an

integrated circuit and discrete passive components, such as capacitors and

resistors;
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(b) The term "smart cards" means cards which have embedded in them one or

more electronic integrated circuits {a microprocessor, random access

memory (RAM) or read-only memory (ROM)) in the form of chips. These

cards may contain contacts, a magnetic stripe or un embedded antenna

but do not contain any other active or passive circuit elements.

The explanation given below Heading No. 8523 of HSN

This heading covers different types of media, whether or not

recorded, for the recording of sound or of other phenomena (e.g. numerical

data; text; images, video or other graphical data; software). Such media are

generally inserted into or removed from recording or reading apparatus and

may be transferred from one recording or reading apparatus to another.

The media of this heading may be presented recorded, unrecorded, or with

some pre-recorded information, but capable of having more information

recorded on them.

This heading includes media in intermediate fomms (e.g., matrices, master

discs, mother discs, stamper discs) for use in the mass-production of finished

recorded media.

However, this heading does not include the device which records the data on

the media or retrieves the data from the media.

In particular, this heading covers;

cl SEMICoNDUCTOR MEDrA

Products of this group contain one or more electronic integrated circuits.

Thus, this group includes :

(lf Solid-state, noD-volatlle data storage devices for recording data from

an external aource (see Note 5 (a) to this Chapter). These devices (also known

as "flash memory cards" or "flash electronic storage cards") are used for

recording data from an external source, or providing data to, devices such as

navigation and global positioning systems, data collection terminals, portable

scanners, medical monitoring appliances, audio recording apparatus, personal

communicators, mobile phones, digital cameras and automatic data processing

machines. Generally, the data are stored onto, and read from, the device once

it has been connected to that particular appliance, but can also be uploaded

onto or downloaded from an automatic data processing machine.
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The media use only power supplied from the appliances to which they are

connected, and require no battery.

These non-volatile data storage devices are comprised of, in the same housing,

one or more flash memories ('FLASH E2PROM/EEPROM ) in the form of

integrated circuits mounted on a printed circuit board, and incorporate a

connecting socket to a host appliance. They may include capacitors, resistors

and a microcontroller in the form of an integrated circuit. Example of solid state

non-volatile storage devices are USB flash drives.

(2) "Smart cards" {see Note 5 (b) to this Chapter}, which have embedded in them

one or more electronic integrated circuit {a microprocessor, random access

memory fiAM) or read-only memory (ROM)) in the form of chips. "Smart cards"

may contain contacts, a magnetic stripe or an embedded antenna but do not

contain any other active or passive circuit elements.

These "smart cards" also include certain articles known as "proximity cards or

tags" if they meet the conditions of Note 5 (b) to this Chapter. Proximity

cards/tags usually consist of an integrated circuit with a read only memory,

which is attached to a printed antenna. The card/ tag operates by creating a

field interference (the nature of which is determined by a code contained in the

read only memory) at the antenna in order to affect a signal transmitted from,

and reflected back to, the reader. This type of card/tag does not transmit data.

Thus HSN explanatory notes clearly classify the Smart Card under Heading No.

a<oe

8.5.7 The "Smart Cards" are classifiable under CTH 852352 which are

further divided in to three categories, SIM cards having CTH 85232f 10,

Memory Cards having CTH 85235220, and Other having CTH 85235290. The

Smart Cards which they are importing do not have the feature of SIM card and

Memory Cards. This being so they have classified Smart Card under "Other"

having CTH 852352.90. Further, the Smart Card imported by them also not

having characteristics of Proximit5r cards and Tags, it merits classihcation

under CTH 85235990.

However, it is pertinent to mention that the noticee is also

engaged in the manufacture of Set Top Box, at their factory at Gandhinagar.

Therefore, they are also importing Smart Card alone from the overseas

countries. In such a situation, they are classifying the Smart Card under
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heading 85235290 as there exists specific entry in the Customs Tariff Act, 1975

mentioned above.

8.5.8 By virtue of Section Note 2(a) of Section XVI of the first schedule

to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975, Smart Card is included in heading 8523

specifically, has to be classifred in the respective heading. Aceordingly, section

note 2(b) and 2(c) of Section XVI are not relevant for the classification of Smart

Card as the same is included in Section Note 2(a) of Section XVI.

8.6.1 They relies on the decision in Reference application in the case of

Shanti Surgicals Pvt. Ltd reported at 2OO9 1246l, E.L.T. 836 (Commr. Appl.)

wherein the Hon'ble Commissioner (Appeals) Kanpur has held that

"Cotton wool - Absorbent cotton wool - Classification of absorbent cotton uool,

utool cotton non- absorbent or cotTon carded- Appellant claiming classification

under Headings 5601, 5203 ond Chapter 58 of Centrol Excise Taiff reloting to

tertile items uhile Department seeking to classify under Chapter 3O ibid -

Absorbent cotton uool and cotton carded find specific mention in taiff items

560 12 1 1 0 and 52030000 ibid respectiuely and such Tariff ltems not mentioning

use, packing or IP grade so as to exclude from such teadings - Rules 2, 3 or 4 of

Interpretatiue Rules and reliance on sedion or chapter notes not releuant as

specific entry auailable- Section note relating to Chapter 30 excludes only items

not couered under Chapters 50 to 63 ibid - Mention of words "IP" made for other

statutory requirement and not releuant for classification for excise purpose -

Impugned goods classifiable under Tariff Items 56012110 and 52030000 ibid.-

The chapter sub-taadings in tle appellant's case are clear and free of ang

condition, therefore, referene of Section, Chapter or sub-chapter are not

applicable. The Reuenue has lost sight of the basic rules of classification and hos

ignored tlle most appropriate specific entry auailable in the Tariff [paras 17, 22,

24, 27, 33, 35, 48, 50, 51, 53, 55)

Bandoge cloth-Classification of- Handloom bandage cloth-cotton and handloom

gauze cloth- cotton/ gauze in running length of 70 metres or more and tuidth of
1O0 ems - Department seeking classification under Chapter 30 of Central Excise

Taiff - Samples produed found to be uouen fabix in running length and non-

steilized and free from coating of phnrmaceutical substances- Classification to

be made based on nomenclahre-Specific leading preuails ouer general heading

- Impugned items being uouen textile mateials in running length liable for
classification under Section XI of Central Excise Taiff-Handloom bandage cloth-

cotton classifiable under Heading 5806 ibid and Handloom gauze-cloth-

cotton/ gauze under Heading 5803 ibid. [paras 54, 55]
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Cotton utool - Absorbent cotton uool - HSN Explanatory Notes, applicabilitg of, for
classification- Chapter 3O of HSN couers uadding and gauze for dressings made

of absorbent cotton and bandages as per explanation tlwrein-Absorbent cotton

wool and carded cotlon not mentioned in explanation - Commodities like

wadding, gauze and bandages distinct from absorbent cotton utool and carded

cotton - Condition of end use or packing not applicable once goods not included

in releuant definition - IISIV notes specifging wadding gauze meant for dressing-

Impugned goods not sterilized or coated or impregnated with medicines and not

fit for dressing-Onus of end use of goods in lnspitals for classification under

Chapter 30 of Central Excise Taiff not discharged bg Reuenue - HSN notes not

releuant for classifuing impugned goods. [paras 36, 37, 39]

Cotton wool- Absorbent cotton uool- Classification of- Heading 3O05 of Central

Excise Taiff couers uadding, gauze, etc impregnated uith pharmaceutical

substances or put up in forms or packing for retail sale for medical purposes-

Impugned goods not coated with pharmaceutical substances and first condition

for classification under Heading 3O05 ibid not satisfied - Impugned goods sold to

hospitals and same cannot be regarded as retail sale - Packing toith specific

marking "Hospital supplg. Not for sale" and "Gouemment supplg. Not for sale"

proues packing not retail - Impugned goods not couered under Chapter 30 ibid.

[paras 42, 43, 47, 48]

Classification of goods-Metlnd and procedure- Specific entry as per nomenclature

and constituent material of goods to be preferred initiallg - Nearest entry to be

preferred if specific entry not found - End use criteia, section notes, chapter notes

ond HSN notes come later - Goods not classifiable under ang other entry if they

fit under one particular entry. [para23]"

8.6,2 In the case of Advance Steel T\rbes Ltd. reported as 1996(87) ELT

757 (Commr. Appel.) where re\ring on the case law Dunlop India Ltd. vs UOI

reported at 1983(13)ELT1566(SC) [Para 2] it was held that Tower and Lattice

masts being specifically mentioned under chapter sub-heading 73O8.2O of

Central Excise Tariff are classifiable therein and excluded from general entry

85.29 ibid.

- Aerial masts has been specifrcally mentioned under chapter sub-heading

73O8.2O whereas Chapter 85.29 is of general nature covering parts suitably for

use solely or principally with the apparatus of Heading 85.25 to 85.28. Even

the functions of aerial and lattice masts are different. The latter is used only to

give support to the former. Even in the same divisions of the Central Excise,

such goods were being classified under chapter sub-headrng73O8.20 till middle

of 7994. H.S.N. also differentiates between aerial and lattice masts. [para 3]
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Precedent- Classification of goods - Specific provisions supercedes genera-l

provisions. [para 3]

To strengthen their contention they quoted judgement of the Hon'ble CESTAT

Chennai in the case of Agfa India Pvt. Ltd vs Commissioner of Customs,

Chennai reported at 2Ol7 (353) ELT 251 (Tri-Chennai) and CBEC Circular

bearing Nos. 34l2007-Cus, dated 17-O9-2OO7 and 22/89 dated 01.08.1989,

wherein it was held/clarified that specific entry would prevail over general entry

for classification of goods.

8.6.3 They relied upon following judgements in support of their defence.

1) In the case of TTK Healthcare Ltd. vs Commissioner of Central Excise,

Aurangabad reported at 2008(23 1)ELT273(Tri-Mumbai);

2) In the case of Collector of Central Excise Vadodara vs Alembic Chemicals

Works Co. Ltd reported at l997pa)DLT383(Tribunal);

3) The noticee rely on the decision of Hon'ble Supreme Court of India in the

case of Commissioner of Central Excise, Delhi-III vs Uni Products India

Ltd reported at 2O2O (3721 E.L.T. 465 (S.C.)

4) In International Auto Suppliers v. CC, Bombay-1994 (70) ELT 645

(CEGAT-3 member bench order), it has been held that when appropriate

heading is available in tariff, question of referring to interpretative rule

does not arise.

5) In CCE vs. Crescent Metal 1999 (111) ELT 841(CEGAT) CCE vs. HPL

Chemicals 2OOl (1271 ELT 69 (CEGAT) Bharat Bijlee Ltd. Vs CCE (201a)

s09 ELT 129 (CESTAT)

6) In CCE v. Wood Polymers Ltd. 1998 AIR SCW 372= 1998(971 ELT

193 (SC)

Therefore, what is emerging from all the decisions deiivered by

Tribunals across India. Hon'ble Supreme Court of India and repeated

clarifications issued by the Central Board of Customs & Excise and recognized

the signihcance of Specific Entry prevails over the General Entr5r. Therefore, for

the purpose of classification of the goods this is settled position that Specific

entry will prevail over General entry in the Tariff.

8.6.4 In the case of the notice, it is the case of the department that the

entry at CTH 8529 "Principally and solely used for the machine classifiable

under CTH 8528" and accordingly the Smart Card imported by the appeilant is

classifiable in CTH 8529. However, as against it is the contention of the

appellant that principally and solely used for the machine classihable under

CTH 8528" is more general heading with compared to Specific entry for Smart

Card available in CTH 8523.
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8.6.5 After the aforesaid clear understanding, as the specific entry in
heading 8523 for the Smart Card is available, the noticee have classified "Smart

Card" imported have been classified under CHT 85235290, however, the show

cause notice proposes its classifrcation under CTH 85299090 on the ground

that Smart Card [Use for Set Top Box] principally and solely used for a machine

[Set Top Box] is based on erroneous application of Section Note 2 of Section

xu.
8,6.6 The classification of the goods imported has to be governed

according to the General Rules of Interpretation embedded in the Customs

Tariff Act, 1975 and for legal purpose classification shall be determined

according to the terms of the headings and any relative Section or Chapter

Notes and, provided such headings or Notes do not otherwise require.

Therefore, the end use cannot be the criterion for the classihcation ofthe goods

imported. In this regard the notice rely on the following decision.

4.6.7 In OK Play (India) v. CCE2005 (180) ELT 300 (SC 3 member bench),

it was held as follows -

1. No one single universal test can be applied for correct classification.

There cannot be static parameter for correct classiEcation;

2. HSN along with explanatory notes provide a safe guide for interpretation

of entry;

3. Equal importance is required to be given to Rules of Interpretation of

Tariff;

4. Functional utility, design, shape and predominant usage have also got to

be taken into account while determining classification of an item;

5. The aforesaid aids are more important than the names used in trade or

common parlance in the matter of correct classification - quoted with

approval in DCL Polyester v. CCE 2005 (/81) ELT 190 (SC)

A.7 Subrnission wlth reapect to varioua ewidences and
allegatlons put forth ln the show cause notlce.

The investigating officer referring to para 3 of the MOU entered by

the noticee with M/s Alliance Broadcast Vision Technolory Co. Ltd., it is alleged

in the show cause notice that "As it is evident from Bills of entry Modern

Communication is importing SC from M/s ABV. Further, it is seen that Modern

Communication is manufacturing STBs in India with support of M/s ABV such

as" SKD/CKD kits details, software frles and utility tools, hardware details"

(para 3 under the heading "roles and responsibilities of MCBS and ABV" of said

agreement) which implies that Modern Communication imported Viewing Cards

from M/s ABV and they are to be used specihcally in STBs manufactured in
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India by them.

i. In this regard the noticee contend that perusal of para 3 of the said MOU

or anywhere in the MOU reveals that there is no mention about the

import of "Smart Card". However, the allegation made as above is pure.ly

on assumption and presumption basis. The theory of converting

nomenclature of converting the name of Smart Card into Viewing Card

in para C.4, referring to the MOU entered by the noticee with M/s

Alliance Broadcast Vision Technolory Co. Ltd., is not correct but

unfounded.

ii. By changing nomenclature and relying on the usage of Smart Card in

the manufacture into STB cannot take away the Rules of classification

embedded in the Customs Tariff Act, 1975. Therefore, such assumed

evidence is not relevant for the classification.

iii. Further, the term Viewing Card is not defined in Customs Tariff Act,

1975, nor the meaning of the same is available in the normal dictionary.

Therefore, its meaning has to be searched in the Technical dictionary.

The meaning of "Viewing Card" explained in https: / /www.lawinsider.

com/ dictionary/ viewing-card as under.

iv. Viewing Card or "VC" shall mean the smart card provided by SPN to the

Operator to be used together with the IRD in order for the Operator to

access and decode the signals of the respective Channels; and decode

the signals ofthe respective Channels; and

a.a Thus, there is no difference between Smart Card or Viewing Card

as both are synonymous to each other. Hence the classification of Smart Card

proposed to be change by giving assumed name of Viewing Card does not

change the facts that Smart Card is classifiable elsewhere than 85235290 as

the specific entry in the said heading 8523 is available.

Though the Smart Cards functions as Identification key to

identify the Customer ID to allow them to view subscribed channels is the

usage of the Smart Card. It is not denying the fact that STB cannot operate for

d2h services without Smart Card, thereby Smart Card has exclusive use in the

STB. However, as submitted and contended above, classifrcation cannot be

based on the usage of the goods imported as alleged in para C.4, C.5, C.6 and

C.7 of the show cause notice.
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a.9 As regard reliance on the BE No 5681773 dated 18.06.2016 as

referred in para C.8 of the show cause notice it is admitted facts that the noticee

have classified Smart Card imported and cleared under the said BE under CTH

85299090 is not correct. In this regard notice contend that the assessment of the

said BE was made provisionally under CTH 85299090 at the insistence by DRI in

their letter dated 07-O7-2076.

In view of the aforesaid letter the noticee have also executed required bond vide

their letter dated 12-07-2016 and has paid duty under protest. As per the said

letter, initially, the Investigation of DRI was focused on Set Top box, however their
investigation was shifted other Parts being imported by the noticee which were

classified by the noticee under SH 851 7. For the said matter a Show Cause Notice

No. DRI/MZU lCl|INT-6212016-9197 dated 07-12-2016was issued by the DRI,

however in the show cause notice "Smart Card" imported under the said Bill of

Entry was not included. The said Show cause notice stand adjudicated along with

other three show cause notices issued by the department. This matter is presently

lying in the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India as the department has filed an appeal

against CESTAT's order in the noticee's favour. It will be pertinent to note here

that the said show cause notice issued by DRI has not covered any issue related

to Set Top Box nor of mis-classifrcation of "Smart Card". However as per their

direction with regard to BE No.5681773 the notice have classified Smart Card

under CTH No. 85299090 and resorted to provisional by submitting required bond

dated 72-07-2016 vide letter dated 12-07-2016 and discharged by paying duty

under protest vide challan no 2075401256 dated 13-07-2016.

Though the provisional assessment was resorted as per the direction of DRI, bond

was also furnished as above, however the goods was allowed to be cleared only on

payment of duty which the noticee have discharged vide Challan 2015401256

dated 73-07-2016 which has to be considered under protest. However, no show

cause notice against this BE to finalized the Provisional Assessment and payment

of duty by the noticee have been issued to dislodged the same by the department.

Therefore, the noticee contend that they were not in agreement with the

action of DRI directing for the classification of Smart Card cleared vide said BE

and matter is still not finalized. Therefore, the shelter that noticee was knowing

that the Smart Card is classifiable under CTH 85299090 and deliberately mis-

classified Smart Card under CTH 85235290 to evade the duty is not correct.

Therefore reliance of the department on the BE 5681773 is unfounded.

8.10 Smart Card is specifically covered in CTH 8523 and in view of Rule 1 read

with Section Notes 2(a) they have correctly classified the Smart Card under CTH

8523. With regard to the classification of Smart Card the noticee draw attention
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to CBEC's circular No.1212012-Cus dated O|-O5-2O12.In this circular the board

while clarifying classification for Micro/Mini SD Cards mentioned cleared that

"Smart Cards" are classified under CTH 8523. In another circular 1/2013-Cus

dated 01-0 1-2013 titled as Cordless Infrared Devices for the Remote Control -

Classification [Heading 8543] in para 2 while referring Chapter Note 1(m) to

Chapter 95 confirms that Smart Cards and other media for recording of sound or

of other phenomena, wherever or not recorded is covered in heading 85.23.

In another circular Instruction No.332l3l2O1 I-TRU dated 04-07-2011

titled as Registration - Centralized Registration for Recorded Smart Card

manufacturers in para 3 it is clearly mentioned that Smart Cards falling under

sub heading 8523.

In this back drop the noticee invites attention to Chapter Note 5 for Chapter

Heading 8523 wherein the delinition of Smart Card is given as under.

(b) The term "smart cards" means cards which have embedded in them one or

more electronic integrated circuits (a microprocessor, random access memory

(RAM) or read- only memory (ROM)) in the form of chips. These cards may contain

contacts, a magnetic stripe or an embedded antenna but do not contain any other

active or passive circuit elements.

Therefore, in view of Rule-1, Section Note 2(a) read with Chapter Note 5 the

"Smart Card" is classifiable in Heading No.8523 supported by the aforesaid

circulars. Thus conjoint reading of Heading No. 8523 read with Rule 1 of General

Rules for Interpretation of Import Tariff read with Section Note No.2(a) Smart Card

though it is a part of STB classifrable under 8528, it will get classified in heading

8523. The Section Note 2(b) is applicable to the other parts i.e. other than thosc

covered in Section Note 2(a). Thus the reliance of the department on the Rule 3(a)

and Rule2(b) on the grounds that Smart Cards has exclusive use in STB (CTH

8528) and accordingly the sarne is classifiable under CTH 8529 is also mis-p1aced.

Even, if assuming without admitting that Rule 3(a) is relevant than also Rule 3(a)

provides that "When by application of rule 2(b) or for any other reason, goods are

facie, classifiable under two or more headings, classification shall be effected as

follows:" Finally, the importer has concluded that in view of the above discussion,

the SCN is deserved to be quashed.

8. I I The Importer Modern Communication has submitted further written

submissions vide their letters dated 19.12.2022 and 27.12.2022, wherein,

interalia, they further submitted as under:-

a) 'Smart Card'is having specific entry in the Customs Tariff and accordingly we

have correctly discharged customs duty. It is well settled law that Specific

Entry prevails over General entries.
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b) They are manufacturing 'Set Top box" and clearing without "Smart Card" by

classifying the same under CTH 85.28. It means it is not an essential parts.

c) Set Top box is a device which receives Digital Signals from the Broadcaster

and convert it into Analog Signal for display of signal on TV. Here it is pertinent

to mention that for reception of Free channel No Smart Card is required.

However, it requires for paid channel only.

d) The Customs duty is levied at the Port of Importation at the time of its
clearance of imported goods from port i.e. Import of "Smart Card' and not at

the stage of manufacture/ clearance of Set Top box. Therefore, the use of

Smart Card cannot be the criteria for assessment of duty at the time of its

import as alleged in the show cause noLice, instead it has to be governed

according to the General Rule of Interpretation of Import Tariff and Respective

Section notes and Chapter notes.

e) They requested for one week time to submit additional submission and

thereafter they requested to give them one more Personal Hearing.

8.12 The Importer Modern Communication has submitted additional written

submission and a brief note both dated 27.12,.2022, wherein, interalia, they

further submitted as under:-

a) "Smart Card" with a built-in-chips are classifiable under CTH 8523

Chapter Note 4(a) of Chapter No.85 as recommended by WCO [World
Customs Organization{ [Customs Tariff Chapter Note No. 5(b)] and accordingly

the same classification was adopted by the Government of India in their Customs

Tariff, 1985 with effect from 01.01. 2007 where under Customs Tariff was revised

for Technolory sector.

b) As per Customs Circular No.l2l2OL2-dated 01.05.2012, All media, whether

or not recorded, i.e.

i. Cards with magnetic stripe

ii. Magnetic media (discs, cassettes, video tapes, etc.)

iii. Optical media (CD, DVD)

iv. 'Flash memories'' (cards, sticks, etc.)

v. "Smart cards" with a built-in chip
are classifiable under Chapter Heading No.85.23 of the Customs Tariff, 1985.

Use of Smart Card is shown in the following picture.
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c) From the above picture it could be seen that Set top box is separate and

Smart card is separate. As per above, the use of Smart Card is "If EMM ECM ke1'

match to the smart card key only than it will authorize the set top box to open

and give that particular chosen program output."

d) Therefore the function of smart card is not as a parts of Set top box, but

when it inserted in the set top box, to match EMM ECM key to the smart card Key

so that set top box would open and give that particular chosen program output.

e) In fact Smart Card has to be programmed to synchronize with key oI

set top box and smart card to match so as to choose programmed output.

At the time of Import Smart Card are not programmed. Set to box is manufactured

in our factory, having specifrc key, according to which we program the Smart Card

which were blank at the time of import. After its programmed, it becomes exclusivc

key for operating Set top box, however by such exclusivit5r which was not

existed at the time of import,it does not mean that it is an essential part of Set

top box as alleged in the show cause notice. The Set Top Box for gaining access

to Internet is classifiable under CTH No.851769.60.

0 ln their case, Broadcasters are transmitting Digital signals through cable

operator. The use of set top box is reception of Digital signal through Cable

Operator. The said digital signals are received by set top box and convert it in to

visual image for viewing the same by viewer in their Television sets. The smart

card is allowing to choose pre decided [oaded by software] program to the

subscribers.

C) Heading 8529 is applicable for the parts of the apparatus of Heading 8525

to 8528, whereas, set top box is classifiable under CTH 85.28, therefore the
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proposed heading for Smart Card is considered as a parts of set top box, however,

in view of section Note 2 of Section XVI of the frrst schedule to the Customs Tariff

Act, 1975 the classification of Smart Card though being part of set top box would

not be classified in CTH 85.29 as proposed in the show cause notice.

h) According to above Section Note, 'Smart card' is specifically covered in

CTH 85.23, hence its question of classifying in CTH 8529 as proposed by DRI

does not arises as the said Section note specifrcally excludes Heading No.8528.

Further, at the material time the Tariff Rate for the said goods was 'Free" and

accordingly no customs dut5r was payable at the material time. The goods

classifiable under Heading 85f 7 was exempted vide Noti. No. 24l2OO5-Customs

dated 01.03.2005. Hence the said SCN is not sustainable on merit itself.

8.13 The Importer Modern Communication has submitted further written

submission dated 10.01.2023, wherein, interalia, they stated that recently in the

identical case related to revision of classification of 'Smart Card' in response to

the show cause notice issued by DRI to Flaxtronics Technologies (India) Pvt. Ltd.,

the Principal Commissioner, of Customs, Chennai-Vll vide Order-ln-Original No.

89212O22-A\R dated 24.1I.2022 has dropped the show cause notice issued by

DRI and uphold the classilication of 'Smart Card' under CTH No. 85235290

being correct in the case of Flaxtronics Technologies (India) Pvt. Ltd, Tamil Nadu.

Finally, they requested to consider the said order as a part of their submission

while deciding show cause noticeissued to them by DRI in relation to revision of

classification of 'Smart Card'.

9. RECORDOFPERSONALHEARING:

Personal Hearing in the matter was held on 19.12.2022, wherein, Shri Vijay

N. Thakkar, Consultant appeared on behalf of the Modern Communication

alongwith Shri G.C. Jain and Shri Ashish Jain, Managing Director and Director

respectively of Modern Communication before the undersigned and reiterated the

written submission made in their reply dated 13.05.2022 to the show cause

notice. He requested to give them time period of 07 days to produce additional

documents in support of their defence and requested to give one more personal

hearing. Accordingly, the personal hearing was again held on 27.72.2022 and,

attended by afore said persons. They have submitted additional submissions in

support of their defence and reiterated the same during the course of personal

hearing held on 27.12.2022.
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10 DISCUSSION & FINDINGS:-

1O.1 I have carefully gone through the facts of the case, defense submissions

made by the said importer Modern Communication, oral submission made

during the course of Personal hearing, the documents submitted including case

Iaws cited by the said importer and records available on the file. I find that the

said SCN dated 3 1. l2.2O2O issued to Modern Communication by the Additional

Director, DRI, Lucknow Zonal Unit was made answerable to (a) Additional

Commissioner of Customs Ahmedabad, (b) Deputy/Assistant Commissioner of

Customs, ACC (lmport), New Delhi and (c) Deputy/Assisunt Commissioner of

Customs, Import Air Cargo Complex, Sahar, Mumbai, vide para G(i), G(ii) and

G(iii) of the said SCN, respectively, in respect of the goods imported through the

respective ports. Central Board of Excise and Customs [C.B.E. & C.] has

appointed Additional Commissioner of Customs Ahmedabad, O/o Principal

Commissioner/ Commissioner of Customs, Custom House, Near A11 India Radio,

Navrangpura, Ahmedabad as the Common Adjudicating Authority to adjudicate

upon the matters in the present SCN by virtue of Notification No. 17/202 l-Cus.

(N.T./CAA/DRI), dated 09.O2.2O21 in pursuance of Notification No. 60/2015-

Customs (N.T.), dated 04.06.2015. Accordingly, I proceed to decide the said SCN.

1O.2 The issues to be decided before me are whether :

a) Classihcation of imported goods, i.e. "Smart Cards" made by the said

importer under C.T.H. No. 85235290 of tJ:e First Schedule of the Customs

Tariff Act, 1975; should be rejected or otherwise. And classification of said

goods "Smart Cards" proposed in the said SCN under C.T.H. No.85299090

should be accepted or otherwise?

b) Smart Cards / Viewing Cards imported during the year 2015 to 2O2O at

Air Cargo Complex Ahmedabad (INAMD4), Sahar Air Cargo Mumbai

(INBOM4) and Delhi Air Cargo and having totally declared value

Rs.2,6O,O5,277 l- should be held liable to confiscation under Section

1 1 1(m) of the Customs Act, 1962 for the act of intentional suppression of

facts with regard to classification of the said goods by way of submitting

false declaration leading to unlawful, illegal or otherwise?

c) Differential Duty of Customs totally amounting to Rs.35,35,867 l- leviable

on the goods imported vide Bills of Entry details as in Annexure-A to said

SCN, should be determined and recovered from the importer under the

provisions of Section 28 (4) of the Customs Act, 1962, or otherwise?
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d) Interest at an appropriate rate as applicable, on the Customs duty forgone,

should be recovered from them under Section 28AA of the Customs Act,

1962 or otherwise.

e) The importer is liable to penalty under Section 112(a) and or 1 12(b) and

114A of the Customs Act, 1962, for act of omission and/ or commission

and for the reasons and allegations as discussed in the said SCN or

otherwise?

1O.3 I have gone through the brief facts of the case, the extant provisions

of the Customs Act, 1962 and the submissions of the said importer. The crux of

the issue lies in determining whether the goods imported by the said Importer viz.

"Smart Card" merit classification under Chapter Tariff Heading No. 85299090 or

85235290.

lO.4 I find that the said importer Modem Communication had imported

Smart Card from various suppliers i.e. M/s Beijing Alliance Broadcast Vision, M/

s Dexin Digital Technolory Corp Ltd, M/ s Shanghai Gengda Electronic

Technologr Co. Ltd, M/s ABV(Shenzhen) Technologz Co. Ltd (also known as M/s
Alliance Broadcast Vision Technolory Co. Ltd.), M/s Crypto Guard AB, M/s

Beijing Novel Super Digital TV Technologr, M/s Novel Super Digital TV Technology

and M/s XmJmghm Technology (Shenzhen) Co. Ltd. through Air Cargo Complex,

Ahmedabad (INAMD4), Sahar Air Cargo Mumbai [NBOM4) and Delhi Air Cargo

during the year 2015 to 2O2O vide total 48 Bills of Entry as detailed in Annexure-

A to the said SCN. They declared and classified the imported goods 'Smart Card'

under Custom Tariff Heading No. 85235290 of the First Schedule of the Custom

Tariff Act, 1975. It has been alleged in the impugned show cause notice issued by

the DRI that classifrcations declared by the said importer for Smart Card are not

proper and correct and it should be correctly classifiable under CTH 85299090.

1O.5 The said importer Modern Communication has submitted the

following arguments in the support of their defence.

(i) By virtue of Section Note 2(a) of Section XM of the first schedule to

the Customs Tariff Act, 1975, Smart Card is included in heading 8523 specifically,

has to be classified in the respective heading. Accordingly, section note 2(b) and

2(c) of Section XVI are not relevant for the classification of Smart Card as the same

is included in Section Note 2(a) of Section XVI.

(ii) Smart Card is specifically covered in CTH 8523 and in view of Rule 1

read with Section Notes 2(a) they have correctly classified the Smart Card under

cTH 8523.

(ii1) For the purpose of classification of the goods this is settled lega1

position that Specifrc entry will prevail over General entry in the Tariff.
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(iv) 'Principally and solely used for the machine classifiable under CTH

8528" is more general heading with compared to Specifrc entry for Smart Card

available in CTH 8523. It is well settled law that Specihc Entry prevails over

General entries.

(v) The term Viewing Card is not defined in Customs Tariff Act, 1975.

The meaning of "Viewing Card" is as under.

Viewing Card or "VC" shall mean the smart card provided by SPN to

the Operator to be used together with the IRD in order for the Operator to

access and decode the signals of the respective Channels; and decode the

signals of the respective Channels. Thus, there is no difference between Smart

Card or Viewing Card as both are synonymous to each other. Hence the

classification of Smart Card proposed to be change by giving assumed name of

Viewing Card does not change the facts that Smart Card is classifiable

elsewhere than 85235290 as the specific entry in the said heading 8523 is

available.

(vi) Recently, in the identical case related to revision of classification

of 'Smart Card' in response to the show cause notice issued by DRI to

Flaxtronics Technologies (lndia) Pvt. Ltd., the Principal Commissioner of

Customs, Chennai-Vll vide Order-ln-Original No. 89212O22-A|R daled

24.11.2022 has dropped the show cause notice issued by DRI and upheld the

classification of 'Smart Card'under CTH No. 85235290.

10.6 I have gone through the charges raised in the said SCN as well as

contentions put forth by the said importer and discussed in preceedings paras in

support of their declared classification. I have also gone through the Order-ln-

Original No. 892 /2O22-AIR dated 24.11.2022 passed in an identical issue by thc

Principal Commissioner of Customs, Chennai-Vll, wherein, the adjudicating

authority has upheld the classilication of 'Smart Card' under CTH No. a523529O

of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975. I find that the findings given in the said Order-

In-Original is applicable in this case too. I therefore find that
(i) CTH 8528 covers reception apparatus for television, whether or no1

incorporating radio broadcast receivers or sound or video recording or

reproducing apparatus, Further CTH 85287100 covers those reception apparatus

which are not designed to incorporate a video display or screen. Hence, it covers

"Set Top Boxes". Further, CTH 8529 covers 'parts suitable for use solely or

principally with the apparatus of heading 8528".
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(ii) The said SCN relies upon the Section Note - 2(b) of Section XVI of

import tariff. As per this Section 2(b), the other parts, if suitable for use solely or

principally with a particular kind of machine, or with a number of machines of

the same heading (including a machine of heading 8479 or 8543) are to be

classified with the machines that kind or in heading 8409, 8431, 8448, 8466,

8473, 8503, 8522, 8529 or 8538 as appropriate. Hence, as per the said SCN the

said imported 'Smart Card' which is actually Viewing Card' appeared to be

appropriately classifiable under CTH 8529 in terms of rule (b) above as parts

suitable for use solely or principally with the apparatus of heading 8528 (Set Top

Boxes).

(iir) To decide the issue of classilication, it is first important to verify what

the declared classification is and whether the subject goods merit the

classification in the declared CTH. The said importer has submitted in their

written submission that the subject goods are smart cards to be used with Set

Top Box and classified the same under 85235290 of the Customs Tariff. I find that

the smart card has a specific entry under sub-heading 8523.52 of the import tariff.

Purther , I find that as per section note 5(b) of the chapter 85 of import tariff smart

cards means cards which have embedded in them one or more electronic

integrated circuits (a microprocessor , random access memory(RAM) or read-only-

memory(ROM) in the form of chips. These cards may contain contacts, a magnetic

stripe or an embedded antenna but do not contain any other active or passive

circuit elements.

(iv) Further , the harmonized system of nomenclature (HSN) explanatory

notes to heading 8523 covers product of different groups namely: (A) MAGNETIC

MEDIA , (B) OPTICAL MEDIA AND (C) SEMICONDUCTOR MEDIA. I find that

SEMICONDUCTOR MEDIA group includes:

"Smart cards (see note 6(b) to this chapter), uhich haue embedded in them one or

more electronic integrated circuits (a microprocessor, random access memory (RAM)

or read-onlg-memory @OM) in the form of chips. Smart cards mag contains contacts,

a mognetic stipe or an embedded antenna but do not mntain ang other actiue or

p as siu e circuit ele ments. "

(v) From the said importer's written submission, I find that the'Smart

Cards- / "Viewing Cards" imported by them contain a single chip having all the

components with the contact integrated into it with an overall integrated circuit.

The cards imported by Modern Communication contain RAM to store basic

personal information of subscriber and also channels subscribed by him. The

subject card connects to the reading device through direct physical contact
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between the card chip and the smart card reader. Further, as per written

submissions made by the importer, the cards do not contain any other active or'

passive circuit elements. This is substantiated by the fact that these smart cards

do not contain a battery of their own and are dependent on the power of the host

reader, i.e. the STB's. Further, these cards do not contain capacitors which arc

typical passive circuit elements contained by certain kinds of smart cards (e.g.

RFID transponder). I find that since the imported'smart card'/ tiewing cards'havc

all the features of a 'smart cards' as mentioned in the Chapter Note 5(b) of Chapter

85 read with explanatory notes to sub-heading 8523.52, the same are rightll-

ciassifiable under sub-heading 8523.52 or more appropriately under 8523.5290,

(vi) There is no doubt that the imported goods are 'smart cards' which are

classifiable under Tariff Item 8523 5290. However, these goods, apparently, arc

also parts of set top boxes which are being manufactured by the said importer,

and these set top boxes are classifiable under tariff item 8528 7100. This is thc

allegation in the said SCN, and this fact is not disputed by the said importer either.

Based on the fact that the imported \,iewing cards'are parts of set top boxes, the

department has sought to classify them under tariff item 8529 9090 as 'parts

suitable for use solely or principally with ttre apparatus of headings 8525 to 8528".

(vii) Section Note 2 of Section XVI of the Schedule to the Customs Tariff

Act clearly lays down the principles to be followed in order to classify any goods

that are parts of machines. Since, it appeared that these goods are parts that can

be classified under TI 8523 5290 (the specific heading) as well as under TI 8529

9090 (as parts suitable for use solely or principally with the apparatus of headings

8524 to 8528) the principles laid out in Note 2 have to be followed to arrive at the

correct classification. Note 2 is as given below:

'2. Subject to Note 1 to this Section, Note 7 to Chapter 84 and to Note 1 to Chapter

85, parts of machines (not being parts of ttte articles of Leading 8484, 8544, 8545.

8546 or 8547) are to be classified according to th.e follouing tales:

(a) parts uthich are goods included in ang of the headings of CLnpter 84 or 85

(other than headings 8409, 8431, 8448, 8466, 8473, 8487, 8503, 8522,

8529, 8538 and 8548) are in all cases to be classified in their respectiue

headings;

(b) other parts, if suitable for use solelg or principallg tuith a particular kind of

machine, or u-tith o number of machines of tle same heading (including a

machine of heading 8479 or 8543) ore to be classified uith the machines of

that kind or in heading 8409, 8431, 8448, 8466, 8473, 8503, 8522, 8529 or

8538 as appropiate. Howeuer, parts uhich are equallA suitable for use
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pincipallg with the goods of headings 8517 and 8525 to 8528 are to be

classified in leading 8517;

(c) all otlwr parts are to be classified in heading 8409, 8431, 8448, 8466, 8473,

8503, 8522, 8529 or 8538 as appropriate or, failing that, in heading 8487 or

8548.',

(viii) Section Note 2(a) mandates that all parts which are speciflca.lly

covered in any of the headings of Chapter 84 or 85 (excluding certain specified

headings), are to be classified under the respective headings. The Viewing

cards' that have been imported by the importer are 'smart cards' that are

classifiable under the specific TI 8523 5290. Since this heading is not

excluded from the ambit of Section Note 2 (a), these goods are required to be

classified under theh specific entry, i.e., 8523 5290.

(ix) The departments basis for classiSing the tiewing cards'under TI

8529 9O9O by resorting to section Note 2(b) of Section XVI is because the

'Smart Card'/ Viewing Card' imported by the importer are being used

exclusively with 'Set Top Boxes'(STBs) (classifiable under CTH 8528). The said

Viewing Card' cannot be used with any other equipment/ apparatus and

therefore, the said cards cannot be the parts of machines/ articles under CTH

8484,8544,8545, 8546 or 8547. Hence, the same are to be classified in the

manner as provided in accordance with rules (a), (b) or (c) of Section Note 2.

The said Viewing Card' has not been mentioned as goods under any of the

headings of Chapter 84 or 85 and hence, do not satisff the condition as

stipulated under Rule (a), and hence Section Note 2(b) is to be followed above.

However, as discussed in preceeding paras above, the Viewing Cards'/'Smart

Cards' have a specifrc entry in TI8523 5290, departments basis for following

Section Note 2(b) is fallacious. It is also pertinent to note that Section Note 2(b)

begins with the words 'other parts. ..', i.e., parts which are not covered under

Section Note 2(a). Since the Viewing cards'/'smart cards' are covered under

Section Note 2(a), they are specffically excluded from the scope of Section Note

2 (bl.

(x) In view of tJae above, the imported liewing cards'/'smart cards'are

classifiable under CTH 8523 5290 as declared, and not under CTH 8529 9O9O

as contended by the department. Merely because the goods are declared as

liewing cards' it cannot be said that these cards are not 'smart cards; if that

logic is applied, even ATM Cards or Credit Cards will not be 'smart cards' as

they are called differently in common parlance.
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(xi) Further, since the declared classification is appropriate as per

findings above, the subject goods are not liable to confiscation and no penaltl'

is liable to Modern Communication. I hnd it immaterial to discuss thc

applicability of extended period under Section 28(4) for the subject SCN and

the argument put forth by the importer in this regard for the reason that sincc

demand is not sustainable, such discussion is not warranted.

(xii) The Importer has raised issue of validity of the said SCN by

contending that 'The Additional Director, DRI does not have the jurisdiction to

issue the present show cause notice under section 28 of the Customs Act, as

Additiona-l Director, DRI is not a 'proper officer' under Custom Act, 1962 ir
terms of Section 28 of Customs Act, 1962. The issue raised by the importer

arose after the Apex Court judgment vide Order dated O9.O3.2O27 in Civil

appeal no 1827 / 2Ol8 in the case of Canon India Frt. Ltd. Vs Commissioner

of Customs. In the said judgement it was observed by the Apex Court that

Notification No. 40l2Ol2-Cus dated O2.O5.2OL2, which notified the 'proper

officer' under various section of Customs Act, 1962 was issued under the

provisions of sub- Section 34 of Section 2 of Custom Act, 7962. Apex courl

observed that Section 2 is definition clause of the Act and it does not confer

any power on any authority to entrust any functions to officers. Hence, the

said notification was held invalid by the Hon'b1e Apex Court.

(xiii) Post Canon India judgment, various changes were made to thc

Customs Act, 1962 vide Finance Act, 2022 and necessar5z notifications were

issued by CBIC with reference to appointment of oflicers of customs anC

assignment of functions. Vide Notification No. 2512O22-Cus(N.T.) dated

31.03.2022, officers of DRI were appointed as officers of Customs and vidc

Notification No. 2612O22-Cus. (N.T.) dated 31.03.2022 functions of proper officer

under various Section of Customs Act, 7962 were assigned to them. Furthcr,

Notification No.29 12022- Cus (N.T.) 37.03.2022, specifies the officer to whom

pending show cause notice can be assigned for the purpose of adjudication under'

the Customs Act, 1962.I further find that section 97 of Finance Acl,2022 provides

validation of certain action taken under Customs Act, 1962. As per thesc

provisions anything done or any duty performed or any action taken or purported

to have been taken or done under Chapters V, VAA, VI, IX, X, XI, XII, XIIA, XIII,

XIV, XVI and XVII of the Customs Act, as it stood prior to its amendment by this

Act, shall be deemed to have been validly done or performed or taken. Further,

any notification issued under the Customs Act for appointing or assigning
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functions to any ofhcer shall be deemed to have been validly issued for all

purposes, including for the purposes of Section 6. In view of these amendments

oflrcers of DRI always were/and are 'proper officer' under Customs Act, 1962 for

the purpose of issuance of Show Cause Notice under Section 28 of Customs Act,

1962 even before the enactment of the Finance Act,2022. And hence, the subject

SCN which was issued by DRI before the enactment of Finance Act,2022 is legally

va1id.

(xi") In view of above, I hold that the imported goods are falling under

CTH 85235290 and as such the question of demand of differential duty does

not arise.

(r.v) I frnd that, the imported goods are correctly classified by the said

importer under CTH 85235290, the question of confiscation of goods under

section 1i 1(m) of Customs Act, L962, does not arise

(xvi) I frnd that, as no differential duty is required to be confirmed and

leviable in present case, accordingly, recovery of interest under section 28AA

of Customs Act, 1962, does not arise.

(xvii) I frnd that, as no duty is required to be confirmed and leviable in

present case and goods are not confiscated, imposition of penalty under

Section 112(a) and /or I L2(bl of Customs Act, L962, does not arise.

(xviii) I frnd that, as no duty is required to be confirmed and leviable in

present case and goods are not confiscated, imposition of penalty under

Section 114A of Customs Act, 1962, does not arise.

11.
order.

In view of the foregoing discussions and findings, I pass the following

-: ORDER:-

I drop the demand of differential duty amounting to Rs. 35,35,867 l-
(Rupees Thirty Five Lakh Thirty Five Thousand Eight Hundred and

Sixty Seven only) ) under Section 28(4) of the Customs Act, 1962 in

respect of impugned Bills of Entry as detailed in Annexure A to the

said SCN dated 31.12.2020, as the declared classification of the

impugned goods, Smart Card' under CTH 85235290 of the Customs

Tariff Act, 1975 is correct.

I drop the demand of interest on the aforesaid amount of differential

duty under Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 7962 as demand of

duty is not sustainable.

11
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iii. The impugned goods, Smart Card' valued at Rs.2,6O,O5,2781-

(Rupees Two Crore Sixty Lakh Five Thousand TWo Hundred and

Seventy Eight only) are not liable for confiscation under Section

1 I 1(m) of the Customs Act, 1962 for the reasons as discussed supra.

iv. No Penalty is imposable upon them under the provision of Section

112(a) and /or ll2(bl of the Customs Act, 1962 for the reasons as

discussed supra.

v. No Penalty is imposable upon them under the provision of Section

1144 of the Customs Act, 1962 for the reasons as discussed supra.

Accordingly, proceeding initiated vide SCN F.No.

DRIII,ZU lCl126l[nt_3512020 dated 31.12.2O2O against M/s. Modern

Communication and Broadcast Systems Pvt. Ltd. is hereby dropped.

13. This Order is issued without prejudice to any other action that may be

taken under the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 and rules /regulations
framed thereunder or any other law for the time being in force in the Republic of

India.

14. The Show Cause Notice bearing No. DRI/LZUlCll26llnt-3S/2O2O dated

31 .12.2O2O stands disposed of in above terms.

r"lrl,

F. No. VIII/ 1O- 154/DRI/ O&A I HO I 2O2O-2L

(MOHTT AGRAWAL)
Additional Commissioner,

Customs, Ahmedabad

Dated: 19.01.2o23

DIN: 2O23O171MNOOOO92449C

By Speed Post A.D./EmaiI /Hand Deliverv/Throush Notice Board

To, -

-X(l s. Modern Communication and Broadcast Systems Pvt. Ltd.,
17, Vasuma Bunglows, Opp.-Taxshila Flats,
Vastrapur, Ahmedabad, Gujarat - 380 015

Copy to :

(i) The Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad.
(Kind Attn. The Assistant Commissioner (RRA), Customs, Ahmedabad)

(ii) The Deputy Commissioner, Customs, ACC, Ahmedabad.
(iii) The Deputy Commissioner, Customs (Task Force), Ahmedabad.
(iv) The System-ln-charge, Customs HQ, Ahmedabad for uploading on the

official web-site.
(") Guard File.
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